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Abstract
The wave function of an atom passed through a diffraction grating acquires a regular space structure and the interaction of
another particle with this atom can be thought of as scattering on a ’quantum grating’ composed of a single atom. Probing
this ’grating’ by collisions with charged projectiles reveals interference effects due to coherent contributions of its ’slits’ to
the transition amplitude. In particular, the spectra of electrons emitted from the atom in collisions with swift ions exhibit a
pronounced interference pattern whose shape can be extremely sensitive to the collision velocity.
PACS numbers: PACS:34.10.+x, 34.50.Fa
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental concepts of quantum physics
is the wave–particle duality: all atomic objects exhibit
both particle and wave properties. It was proposed by
Louis de Broglie [1] in 1923. Since then a number of
experiments confirmed the wave nature of various atomic
particles ranging from electrons [2, 3] to huge molecules
consisting of many thousands of atoms [4].
In most of these experiments atomic particles were de-
tected after passing through slits (a diffraction grating).
In this phenomenon, which is essentially similar to the
famous Young’s double-slits interference of light [5], the
coherent addition of the amplitudes for different quan-
tum paths leads to interference in the detection proba-
blities clearly demonstrating the wave-like behaviour of
the particles.
The diffraction gratings employed in these experiments
were naturally macroscopic. Their microscopic analogs
can be found in the atomic world. For instance, a di-
atomic molecule in processes, where its internal state
does not change, may play essentially the same role as the
Young’s double slits in the interaction with light. Since
interference effects in processes involving such molecules
arise also when their internal state change, it is obvious
that – despite much smaller size – these microscopic ’slits’
are associated with richer interference effects. There-
fore, beginning with the work of [6]-[7], very significant
efforts have been devoted to exploring various interfer-
ence phenomena arising when particles interact with such
molecules (see e.g. [8]-[26]).
A qualitatively different type of microscopic ’grating’
can be obtained by letting an atom to pass through a
macroscopic diffraction grating. Indeed, the wave func-
tion of the atom acquires a periodic space structure. As
a result, the interaction of another particle with this
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atom can be viewed as scattering of the former on an
object which can be called a ’quantum grating’. Like its
macroscopic counterpart it possesses a periodic structure,
which consists of stronger and weaker interacting parts
corresponding to respectively larger and smaller values
of the atomic probability density but is constructed just
of a single atom. Thus, the structured probability ampli-
tude of a single atom plays now essentially the role of a
structured macroscopic piece of matter in usual gratings.
In this communication we explore some properties of
an atomic quantum grating by probing it by the Coulomb
interaction in collisions with swift charged (structure-
less) projectiles. Interference effects, caused by coherent
contributions to the transition amplitude from different
’slits’ of the quantum grating, will be considered for elas-
tic as well as inelastic collisions. It, in particular, will
be shown that the spectrum of electrons emitted in ion-
izing collisions exhibits pronounced ring-like structures
whose shape can be extremely sensitive to the value of
the collision velocity.
Atomic units are used throughout except where other-
wise stated.
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATION
Let an atom with a momentum Pia = (0, P
i
a, 0) pass
through a macroscopic diffraction grating. The grating
is located in the (x-z)–plane and consists of N0 slits along
the z-direction (see Fig. 1). The dimensions of the slits
are a and b (along the z- and x-directions, respectively),
the period of the grating is d.
Before the diffraction grating the wavefunction
ψ(Ra, re, t) of the incident atom is given by
ψ(Ra, re, t) = ψin(Ra, re, t)
= A exp(i (Pia ·Ra − Eiat))φi(re −RN ),(1)
where A is the normalization constant, Ra =
(Xa, Ya, Za), where Xa = Ra sinϑRa cosϕRa , Ya =
1
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FIG. 1: A diffraction grating with slits located in the x-z plane,
a and b are the slit dimensions and d is the period of the grating.
Ra sinϑRa sinϕRa and Za = Ra cosϑRa , is the coordi-
nate of the atomic center-of-mass, re and RN are the
position vectors of the atomic electron and the atomic
nucleus, respectively; the origin of the coordinate system
is placed in the middle of the diffraction grating (see Fig.
1). Further, φi is the initial atomic internal state with an
energy εi and E
i
a = (P
i
a)
2/(2MA) + εi is the total initial
energy of the atom with MA being the atomic mass.
Using the Huygens-Fresnel principle we obtain that af-
ter the passage through the grating the wave function
of the atom at asymptotically large distances (Ra 
max{N0 d, b}) can be approximated as
ψ(Ra, re, t) = ψdiff (Ra, re, t)
=
4A
Ra
exp(i(P iaRa − Eiat))
×
sin
(
P ia aZa
2Ra
)
P ia
Za
Ra
sin
(
P ia bXa
2Ra
)
P ia
Xa
Ra
×
sin
(
N0
P ia dZa
2Ra
)
sin
(
P ia dZa
2Ra
) φi(re −RN ). (2)
We note that the application of the Huygens-Fresnel
principle to describe (optical) diffraction is known to
yield excellent results provided the wavelength of light
is smaller than min{a, b}. In what follows we assume
that P ia ' 10 − 100 a.u. and the wavelength of the
atom, λia = 1/P
i
a, will certainly be much smaller than
min{a, b} which enables one to expect that (2) represents
a good approximation for the wave function at asymptot-
ically large distances between the atom and the grating
(Ra  max{N0 d, b}).
As it follows from (2) the wave function of the atom
acquired – due to diffraction – a regular space structure.
This structure can be unveiled in many ways. In what
follows we consider how it can be probed by letting the
atom to interact with a projectile which we take here
as a point-like charged particle (an electron or a bare
nucleus).
Assuming that the energy of the projectile is suffi-
ciently high, we approximate its initial and final states
by plane waves
Φi(Rp, t) =
1√
Vp
exp(i (pip ·Rp − εip t))
Φf (Rp, t) =
1√
Vp
exp(i (pfp ·Rp − εfp t)). (3)
Here Rp, p
i
p and ε
i
p = p
i
p
2
/(2Mp) (p
f
p and ε
f
p =
pfp
2
/(2Mp)) are the position vector, the initial (final) mo-
mentum and energy, respectively, of the projectile, Mp is
its mass and Vp is the normalization volume.
Assuming that the momentum of the atom after the
collision is detected, we take its final state as a product
of a plane wave, which describes the motion of its center-
of-mass, and a final internal state of the atom φf with
an energy εf ,
ψf (Ra, re, t) =
exp(i (Pfa ·Ra − Efa t))√
Va
φf (re −RN ), (4)
where Pfa and E
f
a = (P
f
a)
2/(2MA) + εf are the final
momentum and energy of the atom, respectively, and Va
is the normalization volume. The state φf can be either
a bound or continuum state; the latter case corresponds
to ionization.
In the first order of perturbation theory the transition
amplitude reads
Sfi = −i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt 〈Ψf (t) | Wˆ | Ψi(t)〉. (5)
Here Ψi(t) = ψdiff (Ra, re, t) Φi(Rp, t) and Ψf (t) =
ψf (Ra, re, t) Φf (Rp, t) are the initial and final states, re-
spectively, of the noninteracting ”atom + projectile” sys-
tem and Wˆ = −Zp/|re−Rp|+ZpZN/|RN −Rp|, where
Zp (ZN ) is the charge of the projectile (the atomic nu-
cleus), is the interaction between them.
Let the target and projectile beams cross at a distance
D from the grating. At this distance a single target atom
is localized (along the z-axis) within a spot whose size
∆z can be estimated from the form of the state (2) and
is roughly given by ∆z ' D/(P ia a) ∼ Dλia/a. Taking
D ' 200 - 1000 mm, a ' 10−3 - 0.1 mm and P ia ' 10 -
100 a.u. we obtain ∆z ∼ 10−7 - 10−3 mm. This value is
much smaller than the size Lz = N0 d (' 10−2 - 1 mm)
of the macroscopic grating along the z-axis. Comparing
∆z and Lz we see that the typical size of the target spot,
which produced by all target atoms passed through the
grating, is essentially determined by N0 d ∼ 10−2 - 1 mm
and thus is much smaller than the distance D.
A similar consideration shows that for a typical size of
the target spot ∆x along the x-axis one obtains ∆x '
a
b ∆z and, assuming b ' a, one has ∆x ∼ 10−7 - 10−3
mm.
Using the above estimates and also noting that the di-
ameter of the projectile beam in collisional experiments
2
is typically of the order of 1 mm (see e.g. [27]) we ob-
tain that each dimension of the interaction volume (the
space volume where the beams cross) is much smaller
than the distance D between its center and the macro-
scopic diffraction grating.
Taking all this into account it is convenient to intro-
duce a new coordinate system with the origin placed in
the center of the interaction volume. The new (primed)
and old (unprimed) coordinates of the particles are re-
lated by R′a = Ra − D, R′p = Rp − D, r′e = re − D,
R′N = RN −D, where D = (0, D, 0). The state of the
diffracted atom now reads
ψdiff (R
′
a, t) ≈ 4A
exp(i P iaD)
D
exp(i (Pa Y
′ − Eia t))
×
sin
(
P ia b
2
X′
D
)
P ia
X′
D
sin
(
P ia a
2
Z′
D
)
P ia
Z′
D
×
sin
(
N0
P ia d
2
Z′
D
)
sin
(
P ia d
2
Z′
D
) φi(r′e −R′N ). (6)
The form of the states (3)-(4) in the new coordinates are
obvious.
The evaluation of the integrals over the interaction vol-
ume and time in (5) results in
Sfi = 2
6 pi3A i δ((Efa + ε
f
p)− (Eia + εip))
× 〈φf (ξ) | exp(iq · ξ) | φi(ξ)〉
q2
Fb(qx − P fa,x)
× exp(i P
i
aD)
D
× δ(P ia + qy − P fa,y)
×
∑
n
Fa(qz − P fa,z − P ia dn/D), (7)
where ξ = r′e −R′N , q = (qx, qy, qz) = pip − pfp = (pip,x −
pfp,x, p
i
p,y−pfp,y, pip,z−pfp,z) is the change in the projectile
momentum (= the momentum transfer to the atom) and
Fα(η) =

pi; |η| < P ia α2D
pi/2; |η| = P ia α2D
0; |η| > P ia α2D ,
(8)
where α = a, b. It follows from (7)-(8) that along the x-
and z-directions there are uncertainties, ∆Px = P
i
a b/D
and ∆Pz = P
i
a a/D, in the momentum balance in the col-
lision. This is caused by the (uncontrolled) momentum
exchange between the atom and the macroscopic diffrac-
tion grating resulting in an uncertainty in the momen-
tum of the atom passed through it. However, the energy
balance in the collision does not possess an uncertainty
because the macroscopic grating, which has essentially
infinite (on the atomic scale) mass and is initially at rest,
does not participate in the energy exchange.
FIG. 2: The differential cross section for elastic scattering of 300
eV electrons incident along the x-axis on Xe atoms (P ia = 100 a.u.)
passed through a diffraction grating with a = b = d/2 = 0.1 mm
and N0 = 5. D = 200 mm. The cross section is given in relative
units with its intensity ranging from 0 to 1.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Elastic collisions with electrons
Fig. 2 displays the elastic cross section, differential in
the projectile scattering angle and the component P fa,z of
the final atomic momentum, for 300 eV electrons incident
along the x-axis on Xe atoms which passed through a
diffraction grating. A clear interference pattern observed
in the cross section is caused by the coherent addition
of the contributions of the different ’slits’ of the atomic
quantum grating to the process of electron scattering.
B. Ionization in collisions with bare ions
We now consider collisions of atoms with bare ions re-
sulting in atomic ionization. Using the transition am-
plitude (7) we obtain the fully differential cross section
section for atomic ionization
dσ
d3q d3PR d3k
= 212pi4 A2
Z2p
v P ia
2
× |〈φk(ξ) | exp(iq · ξ) | φi(ξ)〉|
2
q4
× δ(P ia + qy − PR,y − ky)
× δ(Efa + εfp − Eia − εip)
× F 2b (qx − PR,x − kx)
×
∑
n
F 2a (Bn). (9)
Here, PR = (PR,x, PR,y, PR,z) is the momentum of the
target recoil ion, k = (kx, ky, kz) is the momentum of the
emitted electron, and Bn = qz − PR,z − kz − P ia dn/D.
Since MA  me (me is the electron mass) one has
Efa − Eia ≈ k2/2 − εi. Besides, for collisions with |q| 
|pi|, one obtains εip − εfp = (p2i − p2f )/(2Mp) = (pi −
3
FIG. 3: Spectra of electrons emitted from He atoms (P ia = 50
a.u., εi = −0.9 a.u.) passed through a diffraction grating (a =
b = d/2 = 0.1 mm, N0 = 5) in collisions with protons. D = 200
mm, PR,z = qx = qy = 0. The collision velocity v = f v0, where
v0 =
√
2|εi| and f = 0.93 (a), 0.94 (b), 0.96 (c), 0.98 (d), 1 (e)
1.02 (f), 1.04 (g) 1.06 (h), 1.1 (i). The spectra are given in relative
units with their intensities ranging from 0 to 1.
pf )(pi+pf )/(2Mp) ≈ q ·v. Therefore, the energy delta-
function in (9) can be rewritten as 1v δ(q‖−(k2/2−εi)/v),
where q‖ = q · v/v.
Let the projectile be incident along the z-direction.
Integrating the cross section (9) over PR,x, PR,y and qz
we obtain
dσ
d2q⊥dPR,zd3k
∼ Z
2
p
v2
|〈φk(ξ) | exp(iq0 · ξ) | φi(ξ)〉|2
q40
×
∑
n
F 2a (Bn), (10)
where q0 = (qx, qy, qmin) = (q⊥, qmin) with qmin =
(k2/2− εi)/v and Bn = qmin − PR,z − kz − P ia dn/D.
The binary-encounter emission and electron capture
to the projectile continuum belong to the most promi-
nent features of ionization (see e.g. [28] and references
therein). The former is a two-body ionization mechanism
in which the momentum exchange in the collision occurs
between the projectile and the electron while the target
nucleus/core is merely a spectator: PR,x ≈ 0, PR,z ≈ 0,
PR,y ≈ P ia. In the latter the emitted electron moves with
a velocity ve ≈ v, i.e. together with the projectile but
without forming a bound state with it.
By analysing the collision momentum balance qmin ≈
PR,z + kz one can convince oneself that, provided |εi| =
v2/2, these two features are present simultaneously. Such
an interesting situation is considered in Fig. 3 where the
cross section dσ/(d2q⊥dPR,zdkzdk⊥), taken at PR,z =
qx = qy = 0, is shown as a function of kz and k⊥ =√
k2x + k
2
y for single ionization of atomic helium by proton
projectiles.
As is well known [28], for electron capture to the pro-
jectile continuum the interaction between the projectile
and the emitted electron is crucial. Since the first or-
der approximation neglects this interaction, the cross
section was calculated using the Continuum-Distorted-
Wave-Eikonal-Initial-State approach [29] which accounts
for this interaction yielding a satisfactory description of
this process.
The electron spectrum shown in Fig. 3 exhibits a pro-
nounced interference structure consisting of concentric
rings. The center, the width and the number of the rings
are determined by the inequalities B− ≤ (kz−v)2+k2⊥ ≤
B+, where B± = v2 − 2|εi|+ 2 v P ia dD n ± v P ia aD . This
structure arises due to the coherent contributions to the
emission from different parts of the atomic quantum grat-
ing which strongly interfere in the cross section. The
number of the rings, their size and even the relative in-
tensity on them turn out to be extremely sensitive to the
magnitude of the collision velocity.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Due to a regular space structure acquired by the wave
function of an atom, which passed through a macroscopic
diffraction grating, this atom can itself be regarded as
a diffraction grating. Compared to macroscopic grat-
ings and even to microscopic gratings represented by
molecules, this type is qualitatively different since it con-
sists of just a single atom; the role of the structured ”real
matter” in the former ones is now mimicked by the struc-
tured probability amplitude.
We have considered interference effects appearing
when such an atomic quantum grating is probed by col-
lisions with point-like charged projectiles. These effects
arise due to the coherent addition of the contributions
of different ’slits’ of the atomic grating to the transition
amplitude and very clearly manisfest themselves both in
elastic and ionizing collisions.
In particular, interesting patterns arise in the spectra
of electrons ejected in collisions with ions in the kine-
matic range where there is a ’confluence’ of the binary-
encounter emission and electron capture to the projec-
tile continuum. In such a case a pronounced interference
structure appears in the emission spectrum whose shape
is extremely sensitive to the magnitude of the collision
velocity. This point might potentially be exploited for a
very precise determination of this velocity.
As preliminary estimates show, atomic quantum grat-
ings can profoundly manisfest themself also in other ba-
sic atomic collision processes (e.g. electron capture to
a bound state and projectile-electron loss) as well as in
4
photoabsorption and photon scattering.
An experimental verification of the theoretical pre-
dictions requires both (i) high quality (monochromatic)
beams of projectiles and target atoms and (ii) an accu-
rate determination of the momenta of the particles in the
final state. While there is no big problem with fulfilling
the condition (i) (for instance, the typical energy spread
of 10 − 100 keV/u ions can be optimized to a few eV
meeting the monochromatic beam criteria), the determi-
nation of the final momenta with the necessary accuracy
is quite challenging.
In experiments with reaction microscopes helium tar-
gets have momenta susbtantially less than the value
Pi = 50 a.u. used here (see Figs. 2 and 3). Smaller
Pi reduce the size and thickness of the rings in Fig. 3
setting even a stronger requirement on the accuracy in
the momentum determination. To prepare the initial tar-
get moment of Pi ∼ 50− 100 a.u., one could use heavier
targets (e.g. Ar or Xe). But for heavy targets the accu-
racy of the momenta determination is usually of the order
of a few atomic units for a reaction microscope equipped
with the room-temperature super-sonic gas jet, which is
far away from the value of . 0.1 a.u. necessary to re-
solve the structures in Figs. 2 and 3. To reach a much
better accuracy a reaction microscope with a precooling
super-sonic gas jet can be envisaged.
However, the requirements on the accuracy in the de-
termination of the final momenta can be greatly softened
if, instead of target atoms, structured projectiles (e.g.
He+) pass through a macroscopic grating. Due to much
higher incident momenta, the uncertainty in the projec-
tile momentum after the diffraction grating will be much
larger. For instance, for 25 - 100 KeV/u He+ ions passed
through a grating with a ' b ' 0.1 mm, one obtains
∆pp ' pip a/D ' 3.5− 7 a.u. at D = 200 mm.
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